
_Anarsenal of myths 
fired by a nonentity 

POUBTS and rumours persist 
ebout the identiy of the killer — 
or killers — ot President John F. 
Rernedy . 

Books on the subject have multiplied and a rash of documentaries and diseus- Men procrammes has broken out on 
television 

That this should happen almost 15 sears afler the assassination in Dealev Placa. Dallas. Texas. on November 29. 1963. needs some explanation. : 
‘new lease of life was given to this Kennedy industry by the Freedom of Information Act in the United States. whereby any citizen can require apencies of the federal government to Supply information — including documents — provided these are not on classified lists affecting national Security 
Since itis difficult to argue that events surrounding the assassination of a Presi- dent more than a decade 4z0 consutute “nattonal security”. writers and journal- sty in the United States have had a rich harvest of documents from all sorts of 

archives in Washington D.C., and beyond. The results are now apptaring in full 
spate. 

The central question continues to be whether the Commission of Inguiry 
appointed by Kennedy's successor. Lyn- don B. Johnson. arrived at the truth when i concluded that Kennedy was asSagni- nated by Lee Harvey Oswald. alone, 
unaided. and with no. other persons Imolved. at heme or overseas. An issussinalion — especially of a head of 
state and even = more especially, of so 
alluring and vouthful a President as John 
F. Kennedy — always attracts conspiracy 
theories. 

Such theories can go all the way from 
the notion of a local political conspiracy. fo one invelving collusion by local. or 
State police. to grander theuries involv- 
Ing the CHA. the FBI. and bevond that to 
the KGB in Moscow, or Castro's agents 
operating in the United States. 

Untidy report "' 
One book which appeared in 1976. bya 

former London solicitor. Michael 
Eddowes, argued that when Lee Harvey 
Oswald defected to Russia in 1959, he was 
killed by the KGB, then a substitute 
resembling Oswald) was trained. and 
returned to the United States (complete 
with Russian bride. Marina “Oswald” 
for vounter-intelligence activities. . 

The author did not explain the 
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astounding ability of the Russians to 
manufacture a twin for Oswald. complete 
with Texas drawl. who could fool even 
Oswakhs mother, his elder brother, and’ 
other relatives who had known Lee 
Osualid since birth. But = at least it 
illustrated the attraction of conspiracy 

_ theories for those looking for them. 

untidy features of the official Report 0 
the Warren Commission into the assassi- 
nalion of President Kennedy. despite the 
unpressive array of Senators. Congress- 
men, and legal counsel assembled to sift 
the evidence presented to it under its 
chairman, Earl Warren, Chief Justice of 
the United States Supreme Court. As at 
stands, the Report — first published in 
1864 — reads like a brief for the 
prosecution axainst the dead Lee Harvey 
thwald. rather than a pursuit of the - 
truth. No alternative explanation other 
hag the “lone assassin” theory was 
considered with any seriousness. 

Throuzhout the Warren Heport there 
isa Conscious attempt not to inguire into 
anv deads that could compromise that 
single explanation. Yet experienced 
lawyers with no particular axes to grind. 
and very distinguished scholars on both 
sthg of the Atlantic. have been very 
critigal of the handling of the evidence 

That said. there are certainly mt of



presgnted tothe Warren Commission. 
even the handling of witnesses who came 
before i. 

The main conclusion of these critics 
has been that the Warren Commission 
found it expedient, for etiher reasons of 
state or more simply, to close a case which 
stretched in a hundred different direc- 
Hons, to find Oswald guilty as a solitary 
assussin. And since he was not alive to 
testify to any alternative explanation, the Official book was closed on the Kennedy ansassination. . . 

Bul some que tions persisted. Oswald 
must have had a motive. What was iw 

There was plenty of evidence that he: 
adaniced: Kennedy. that he wished the 
President. and his family no all, despite 
Oswald's openly expressed Marxist views. 

Perhaps he was capable of shooting 
same oof the extreme Riphtwine poltt- 
cians who poponed the political debate in 
Texas — the BHirchites and racists: who 
Nourished in Dallas among the rich oil 
tycoons and clsewhere among the poor 
whites. But why Kennedy, who did not 
belonz to those fachuns? Apain. apart 
from the “Whi?” there was the “How?” 

How was it that a confessed Marxist — 
known to the FRE under continueus 
surveijance by that Avency, and also by 
the Secret Service. could aistall duinself 
in view of hundreds Of onlookers al an 

open windew directly above the Presi- 
dents motorcade with every member of 
the Dallas pelice force on special -alert 
and the Presidents bodyyuard scanning 
every building above and about the 
motorcade. How could it happen? 

Bevond these questions, there lies the 
conimumg enizma of Lee Harvey Oswald 
— whether be killed the President; if so 
how. and why? Two books appearing this 
week seck answers to these questions.* 
One deals primarily with Oswald's defew 
tion to the Soviet Union in. 1959, his 
activities there until his retin to the 
United States in 1962, and bis life up to 
the das oof the assassinahion. The other 
concentrates on the courtship and mar- 
rice oof Lee Oswald and his) Russian 
bride. Marina Prusakova. 

The “Legend” which) Edward Jay 
Epsteim seeks to uncover in the secret 
world of Lee Oswald. and, in particular; 
Oxwakls relations with the jatelligence 
services of three nations — @ie United 
Stalgs. Soviet Russia. and Cuba. ach of 
these asencies had a close interest in 
Oswald’y activities between 1959 to 1963. 
The real interest of Epptein’s book is not 
so much in apy attempt he makes to 
unravel the secrets of Oswald's mind, and 
his pohlical convictions. On beth thease 
counts fiseems to fatl to add ans thing new 
or substantial to the existing accounts. 
The interest ties rather in the author's 
ability to fake his readers into thd 
mtricale. endlessly conyoluted world of 
esplonace and counter-espronage 

Fans of John te Carre and his thriller 
“The Sps Who Came In From the Cotd’ 
will find tn Fipstenvs beok that truth is 
tusnt ous strange as fiction — sonetimes 
stranger. For iastanee, when a leading 
Kupssian official in the Soviet delegation at 
the Geneva disarmament talks defected to 
the United States carly in WEI — a matter 
of weeks after the Kenned, assassmation— 
Waa he @ xenuine defend or wis he 
planted bg the KGB as a “@isinformation 
expert, designed to draw gllention away 
from the possible fact that Oswald had 

been recruited as a Soviet spy” 
The permutations of fugm of, psycho- 

loxieal coldewarfare are endless, 
merits of Epstein’s book are th: 
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author who has specialised uv Russian 
affurs for many vears new. She ts fluent 
in Russian. and spent thiee Sears ia the 
Soviet Union dung the nme when 
Oswald defected. She has spent the last 3 
vears researching hee book ‘Marina and 
fee” and she had the immenve advantage 
of xaimmpe the confidence of Marina 
Oswald a1 the years that followed the 
death of Lee Oswald and hen the 
publication of the Warren Comunissjon’s 
Report in 1964. 

[fere, the author is concerned to take us 
into the stormy, love-tate relationship 
between Lee and Marina Oswald. against a 
backdrop that moves from Moscow and 
Minsk to the bizarre world of evpalriate 
Russians —some of them related to the 
Russian nobility - - in the upper cohelons 
of Dallas society. : 

Sense of failure. 
It owas a society in whieh Eee Oswald 

had no part when he brought his bride and 
abobs daurhter back from Minsk in 1962. 
Hut for Marina ~ avery beautful young 
Russian who could newher speak nor 
unlerstind Mnaghsh - Wo added a new ard 
dangerous dimension to her world. i] 

Marina was always attractive to men, 
am she enjoyed. even basked in their 
ainiration at home in Russia. and then in 
Dallas and New Orleans, where she tried to setile with the youns, insecure. penn 
less ‘Foxan she had married, and: whose 
Inabihty to hold down a Job was only 
parth due to his dishonourable discharge 
from othe US. Marines. following his delcction, . 
Oswald emerges from this study as a violent, jealous, emotionally dependent 
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of Marina’s capacity for attracting admir- 
ation from both men and women. Perhaps here. somewhere in the recesses of Oswalds resentments and his personal sense of fasture. les the explanation for what happened in Dealey Plaza in Novem- 
ber. 1963. By then, Oswald's Marriage was 
practically in ruins: he had no Prospects 
whatever. and he was taking steps to 
return to Russia. by way of Cuba. 
When visas were fefused, and when Oswald found himself baulked on every side by the combined bureaucracies of two superpowers. did he seeks revenge on both svstems because he began to suspect 

the truth — that neither side had any use 
for him. and that he was exposed as a ustless nonentity? Perhaps somewhere 
there, in Oswald's private humiliation, lay the seeds of a futile gesture, the enormity . of which was beyond his comprehension as he tried to face his own bitterness and 
despair. 

These two books are not the last word on the Kennedy assassination andthe wrange events which surrounded and followed at There will be others, because 
the tragedy has moved from the level of - historical event to that of myth — a myth 
pecuharly suited, to our time. with its rense of banished hopes. its cult of — 
Violence. sts voyeurism, and the 
seductions of irrational doctrines... All of 
hese came together in the contorted 
personality of Lee Harvey Oswald. who 
was ullumately a figure of tragedy, not of | 
ove . oO 

We still: lack certainty, beyond a’ 
reasonable doubt. of how and why John 
Pitveeraid Kennedy was murdered in 
Dallas in November, 1963. Ba, i 
Edward Jey Epstein, Legend: The , World of Lee Harvey (Oswald) 

(Nutchinson. £5.30). Priscilla Johnson - 
McMillan: Marina and Lee (Collins,



As the ‘who killed 
Kennedy’ 
controversy reaches 
another climax, 
EDMUND 1ONS, 
Reader in Politics 
at York University, 
reports on two | 
Studies of Lee 
Harvey Oswald 
which look at his 
secret life before 
Dallas in 1963 


